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From the Pastor’s Desk

Light Shining Brightest
“But

the angel said to them, “Do not be afraid. I bring you good
news that will cause great joy for all the people.” - Luke 2: 10
We live in a time when “bad news” is more common than good
news. The recent killings of 132 children in Peshawar by a group
of Taliban militants sent global tremors that even shocked its local community. An article in BBC on 17th December had the title
“Shocked and disbelief” in Peshawar.
As God’s people, we deeply sympathize with the massacre and strongly condemn such
act of wickedness. Our prayers are with the family members of those who have lost
their loved ones in this terrible event.
As we think of this tragedy, we are reminded of another massacre that took place before Jesus’ birth. King Herod killed ‘all boys in Bethlehem and its vicinity who were two
years old and under’ (Matt. 2:16). In describing and interpreting this event, the Word of
God quotes the prophecy in Jeremiah that says, “A voice is heard in Ramah, weeping
and great mourning, Rachel weeping for her children and refusing to be comforted, because they are no more.” (Matt. 2:18). And yet when we reflect on such events, we are
reminded of God’s saving act in the world we live in.
It is often times in the midst of difficult situations we see God’s intervention in this
world. Throughout the scripture we see this happening again and again. In God’s foreknowledge He has always timed His act of deliverance to coincide with the needs of humanity. Even, in the event of the coming of Jesus, it was perfectly timed to meet the
deepest human need with His greatest act of deliverance. It is this reality of God, His
active intervention and participation in the world and in our lives, that brings joy to us.
We rejoice even in our suffering because we know that there is meaning and purpose in
our pain. We know that “in all things God works for the good of those who love him,
who have been called according to his purpose.” Romans 8:28.
Even as the year draws to an end, we see many struggles and challenges that have confronted the Christian communities globally. It looks as if 2014 has shed more ‘darkness’
than ‘light.’ Nevertheless, we must not forget God’s Word for us in the beginning of this
year. Isaiah 60:2 says, “For behold, the darkness shall cover the earth, And deep darkness the people; But the Lord will arise over you, And His glory will be seen upon you.” I
pray that as God’s people we would be vessels that would reflect God’s glory in a dark
and troublesome world. We should not despair or be discouraged. This is the moment
when we as God’s children should shine the brightest. Remember, God’s light shines the
brightest, in the most darkest moments.
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Methodist Senior Fellowship (MSF)
( 1 ) The highlight of our 4th quarterly MSF activities was the 23rd TRAC MSF Annual camp
2014 ( 7 to 10 October 2014 ) held at " Copthorne Hotel Cameron Highlands ". The theme
of the camp was " Spirit - Filled Life ", from the key verse: Ephesians 5:18. The invited
speaker was our beloved Rev. Dr. T. Jeyakumar ( President TRAC ). His topic, " Spirit - Filled
Life " encompassed 4 sub themes:
 A gracious life ( Acts 6:8 - 7:60 ) - our President related that " how we face critical
moments in life reveals the spirit's activity in our lives" and that the "spirit - filled
person lives and dies graciously ".
 A disciplined life ( Judges 14 - 16 ). He mentioned that " some weaknesses are more serious than others ", and also that "A spirit - filled life is disciplined life, unlike Samsom ".
 A surrendered life ( Luke 10:38 - 42) - He shared that " In relationship and work we must
know Jesus is in control " and that "A spirit- filled person does not manipulate ".
 A joyful life (1 Kings 19:1-18) - He also expounded that " A healthy emotion is necessary
for a joyful life " and " a spirit-filled life is a joyous life ".
We thank The Lord for using our humble TRAC President to share God's word of wisdom.
We need not only to hear His word but also most importantly act on it.
( 2 ) Apart from the spiritual talk by our President, we also had banquet night, fellowship
night, sing-a-long night and a guided tour of Cameron Highlands. What would linger in our
memories were the fellowship night and the sing-a-long oldies as we had with us our "
Singing Pastor" to "tickle us" with his humor. In all, we had spiritual food and also good fellowship with each other and with the Lord.
( 3 ) In LMCP, the seniors also enjoyed group birthday celebrations, held life group
meetings, participate & contribute generously to pot bless Sundays, visited Wesley Home
and prayed for each other and the Church.
Prepared by Albert Thoo

We thank the Lord for His love and grace.
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Methodist Young Adults Fellowship
(MYAF)

This year for Christmas, the Young Adults organized a special Christmas Party on 7th Dec
2014 inviting about 40 guests. The “Polka Dot” theme encouraged the guests who include
new faces to join us. It was a whole lot of fun with guessing games, carols and of course a
sharing session. The good spread of delicious food prepared by the young adults filled the
tummy of guests who went home with nothing less than satisfaction.
We thank everyone who has supported us by attending the Christmas Party. We look forward to see all of you in the upcoming exciting MYAF activities in this coming New Year
By Jenet Roslin

(2015).
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Masterlife
Testimony by Ng Tuck Heng
When I first embarked on Masterlife study, I came upon the verse from Luke 9 : 23. Jesus said “If anyone
would come after me, he must deny himself and take
up his cross daily and follow me”. It was as if the Lord
was posing me a question, “Are you ready to deny
yourself?”
Honestly, I was not. I said to myself that perhaps the
study was not meant for me. As the study went on, Jesus spoke again. He reminded, “If anyone comes to me
and does not hate his father and mother, his wife and children, his brothers and sisters –
Yes, even his own life – he cannot be my disciple.” (Luke 14 : 26). I was shocked, “how
could that be possible?” This really troubled me. I started to be doubtful and wondered
how long I could hang on to my study.
Other group members however, did not seem to be troubled by this. They went on as usual, as committed and enthusiastic as ever. Their positive attitude and the joy and fun of
learning and studying together somehow kept me wanting to be a part of the team.
My moment of understanding came at some point when the Lord revealed, “It is God who
works in you to will and to act according to his good purpose.” (Philippians 2 : 13).
I realized that it is God who works in me, gives me the desire and ability to obey Him. It is
not by own strength as I initially thought.

2014 ALPHA program
The Alpha program gives everyone the opportunity to explore the meaning of life in a relaxed, friendly setting. The Alpha course usually meets once a week for 10 weeks, including a one-day or weekend getaway. Sessions begin with a meal, followed by a short talk
and time to discuss what’s been taught. During the discussion, everyone is welcome to
contribute their opinions and no question is considered hostile or too simple.
The Alpha Course in LMCP started in June
and ended in September. We met once a
week on Saturdays at 4pm. About 10 people attended this meeting. Our weekend
away was held at Port Dickson and about
20 people attended. It was a time of sharing, discussion and also getting to know
each other better. We thank God for being
ever present with us through this program.
All glory and honor to our Lord and Savior
Jesus Christ!
By Mercy Christie
5

2014 Family Camp
Date: 6 – 8 June 2014 (Friday – Sunday)
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2014 Family Camp
Date: 6 – 8 June 2014 (Friday – Sunday)

THEME: “We are the Family of GOD”
The big family of LMCP comprising 51 children, teenagers, adults and seniors drove up to
Kampar, Perak for a wonderful get-away to savour a great time of fellowship (with friends,
food and God).
Fellowship began even before the official camp as participants car-pooled and convoyed to
places famed for delicious and glorious food like Ipoh and Bidor, before checking into Grand
Kampar. Upon check-in, Brother Sheng took the campers to task with his ice-breaking games,
breaking the ice and a few bones at the same time. Thereafter, campers were treated to a
sumptuous dinner at a restaurant in Kampar town and were privileged to celebrate Sister
Linda Pong’s birthday.
The spiritual food session was conducted by Mike and Diane Constantine who shared on
Family (Eph 2). They brought us through the meaning of New Family, Functioning as a family
as we live new life, Exist as individual and as a family to glorify God and God’s assurance that
we who glorify God experience great joy. The speakers shared their heartfelt experiences and
testimonies on how God worked and used them in spreading the Good News.
In the following sessions, Mike and Diane walked us deeper into the Word as they shared on
Forgiveness (Colossians 3:12-14). They also shared some forgiveness facts like ‘can forgive
even though you still remember’ (Phil 3). God forgives sins’ (2 Cor. 3) and ‘if you are constantly offended, you may be overly sensitive’ (1 Cor.13:5) which led many of us to ponder
and evaluate ourselves. The couple closed their session on House of Healing (1 Peter 2:24)
and interceded for those in need. The whole family at the camp also came together to pray
for Diane’s family as soon as news of her stepmother’s failing health reached her during the
camp.
While the adults indulged in serious business, the children had fun-packed activities like children Bible Stories and Arts and Craft. They even made a beautiful photo frame for each family at the camp with meaningful Bible verses on them.
The organiser also managed to slot in some action-packed activities for the young and young
at heart. 24 participants embarked on the adventure into Gua Tempurung, an almost 3 hour
hike, crawl, wriggle and waddle into and out of the cave. Those who were not up to the
challenge took the time to enjoy the beautiful limestone caves and breath-taking nature
before heading to Kampar town for more good food and shopping.
The camp closed with another round of good food – a 6 –course Chinese lunch before
heading home. Though the drive home was not a smooth one as most of us were caught in
the heavy traffic crawl and an untoward accident, we nevertheless experienced God’s hand
working amongst us. He is surreal, providing, healing and protecting us during the whole
camp. The messages He put forth through Mike and Diane also helped us in remembering His
Almighty Powers and Love. We give thanks for His Presence with us. His faithfulness endures
forever! All thanks and glory be unto Him!
By Nga Siong Huong
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2014 Memories
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2014 Memories
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METHODIST YOUTH FELLOWSHIP
(MYF)
Hey, everyone! We are the Methodist Youth Fellowship. We have our youth sessions every Sunday after
church from 1.30p.m. to 3.30p.m. Every week we will
have activities such as character building and bible
study sessions. Although our group is small, but we
are growing spiritually and constantly having fun at
the same time. Once a month, we will have a special
activity such as bowling, going out for movies and
other fun activities.
Every year we have a youth camp which is held in a different location every year. In this
year of 2014, we had our youth camp at Outbac Broga in Semenyih. Everyone had tons of
fun and enjoyment as we did many team building activities and also jungle trekking. We
have a speaker for every youth camp, we learned more about God and also what it
means to be a Christian. This year’s theme is about connecting with God and the people
around us. Pastor Christopher shared his message about how important it is that we as
Christians should always pray and be attentive to God’s voice. God is our Heavenly Father
and as faithful Christians, we should always listen and obey His word. There have been
many positive feedbacks from the youth members for this year’s youth camp as they enjoyed the physical activities at Outbac Broga and also the meaningful message that was
taught in this camp.
By Dwayne Sheng
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METHODIST YOUTH FELLOWSHIP
(MYF)
The youth also came up with this idea for an activity called Saturday Night Fever. The purpose of this
event was to attract more youth into joining our
weekly meetings and not to mention also to spread
the Gospel to those who are not yet Christians. Our
youth activities have always been about sharing the
Word of God and bringing people closer to Christ as
well as increasing our own spiritual growth. We
held this event in a home where we will have a
short worship session and then some ice breakers.
After that, there will be a short message shared by a speaker and what’s a party without
food, right? We will have a lot of delicious food ready for us to eat and we will just enjoy
the evening in each other’s company.
Joshua Synder from Youth with a Mission (YWAM)
also gave outreach training to the youth for two Sundays.
We learnt all we can about opening up to people about
Jesus and we took this knowledge to an orang asli camp
at Carey Island.
By Dwayne Sheng
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Sunday School Christmas Party 2014
For unto you is born this day in the city of David a Savior,
which is Christ the Lord. – LUKE 2:11
On 6th December 2014 at 3pm, the Sunday school teachers got together and
organized a Sunday School Christmas Party for the children. The invitations were
extended to all children ages 3 to 12. Children who live around the vicinity were
invited as well those who attended the last VBS. We had 53 children present on this
day. Each child was ask to bring along a RM5 Christmas gift to be exchanged. There
were lots of fun exciting games, Christmas Story, Sing-a-long Carols, Special
performances from the Senior Sunday School Children and Gabriel Pountney.
Our Sunday School Christmas Party would not have been as successful as it was
without the effort and zeal of the Sunday School teachers and volunteers who
sacrificed their time to assist in this Christmas Party for the LORD. We thank everyone who participated in this Christmas Party for making it an enjoyable, memorable
and successful one. To God be all Glory!
By Mercy Christie
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LMCP LIFE GROUP MEETINGS
(LG)
By the grace of God, LMCP has 4 Life Groups running fortnightly on Tuesdays,
Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays. Each group has dedicated leaders and
members to look into the running of each session.
The emphasis during each meeting is on the sharing of God’s Word and to
pray together. Studies has been done on books from the RBC series, namely
on the character of Joseph and Asaph, and Rev. Victor Vethamani’s books.
Members found these studies to be helpful in our daily walk as we are often
reminded to be the salt and light of the world through these characters.
Another important key for these meetings is to build stronger relationships
with one another. Members get to meet outside of church. This can help
build stronger bond over time and meetings like these are often looked
forward to for meaningful sharings.
Meetings at homes are always an un-intimidating setting for seekers and new
believers. Some feel more comfortable asking and sharing in small groups,
especially with people they are more familiar with. Therefore, we always pray
for new people to join us at any point of time, ready to share the gospel and
God’s goodness.
Members are also praying for every church member to join LG meetings near
their neighbourhood or any group which they are comfortable with. Thus, we
need to train more leaders and identify hosts to open their homes for this
ministry. LMCP is planning to start at least another group by 2015, in either
Damai Utama or Bukit Puchong.
To organise a more structured meeting among the groups, LMCP Christian Education will help select a material where all groups must do within the year.
Inter-group programs like workshops, meals together or an outing will be
scheduled to connect with one another.
I feel that LG can be a very good avenue for us to work towards the goal of
building wholesome families, which is one of the essentials TRAC will be embarking on next year. Let us allow God to work within us, our families and the
family of LMCP by committing a little time in creating this Big Family of God!
Start by bringing yourself and your family to join and experience LG first hand.
By Nga Siong Huong
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2014 TRAC Conference
Presidential Address
Wholesome Families

Last year my emphasis was on Lifelong Discipleship – Following Christ, Becoming Like Christ (the first of the Four Essentials)
and the need to be missional churches (outwardly focused churches). These two emphases must be on-going in our churches.
This year let me focus on the second Essential which is “Wholesome Family – Growing Strong Families for Christ.”
Malaysia ended the year 2013 with a total population of 29,948,000.5 In July 2014 the population is estimated to be at
30,073,353. The Christian population in this country was 9.2 % at the time the 2010 census was taken. The ethnic groups are as
follows as per 2010 estimates: Malay 50.1%, Chinese 22.6%, Indigenous 11.8%, Indian 6.7%, others 0.7%, non-citizens 8.2%.
According to one study the Malaysian families are fragmented. Since the 1960s changes in population patterns and the economy
have significantly affected Malaysian families. Over those four decades, economic development, modernization, and rural-urban
migration together altered family ties and contributed to a more fragmented family structure.
One of the reasons for family fragmentation is divorce which is rising in the Malaysian society. Divorce rose by 105% from 2002
to 2009. A more recent report says that there is a divorce taking place every ten minutes in this country. “In 2012, a whopping
56,760 divorces were recorded, which is equivalent to a marriage breaking down every 10 minutes. The outcome is a rise in the
number of single parents in this country. As a result of single parenting and also as a result of both parents being gainfully employed outside the home, children are being sent to child-minders. This creates further problems. As Bishop Emeritus Dr. Hwa
Yung points out “parents are finding it increasingly difficult to relate to their children.
Parents do not have enough time with their children. Parents, on an average in Malaysia, are spending about 8 minutes a day
with their children. According to Focus on the Family Malaysia, parents spend about forty nine hours a week watching television,
but spend only about thirty nine minutes a week in meaningful conversation with their children. Children also do not have much
time with their parents, as the parents sign them up “for numerous sports teams, music and dance lessons, social clubs and all
kinds of community organizations. When parents do not have enough time with their children, it gives rise to many emotional and
social problems. It is believed that eighty per cent of juvenile offenders in Malaysia come from broken homes. The rising problems in homes are affecting the society. Crime rate has increased rapidly.
Let me give one example. About three thousand rape cases were reported in 2012 alone. Most of the victims were below seventeen. However, activists say many more cases go unreported due to a continuing stigma for rape victims.
The church is not facing a lesser challenge compared to others in this nation. Christians are not spared of divorce. In the church,
in many instances, although counselling is provided to help couples, the church is still unable to help Christians to prevent divorce. One of the reasons the church is unable to help these couples is because often the couples who are facing problems in
the marriage make known their problems to the church leaders at a very late stage – when they have already made up their
minds to pursue divorce. Usually either one or both the persons refuse to work on their marriage.
If Christian parents who both work outside the home are also busy in church ministries after work, they are going to have even
less time with their children. Without mincing words, Goh Keat Peng tells us of the challenges that even Christian parents are
facing as a result of the lack of time with children. “This widening gap between parents and children, even in the Christian home,
has been cited as the root cause of symptoms of maladjustment such as absenteeism, indiscipline and rebellious behavior
amongst school children. As their children grow older, the fears of the parents become deeper especially if they have not given
them sufficient spiritual grounding to counter the ‘attraction’ of sex, violence and cultism”.
To create wholesome families the church must first look at marriages. In Scripture it is clear that God set up the institution of
marriage and family first before any other institution, even the church. Genesis 2:24 says, “That is why a man leaves his father
and mother and is united to his wife, and they become one flesh. We need to help unmarried people make right choices of finding spouses influenced by Christian principles. One of the books that can guide young adults and singles to make the right choices with regards to whom they should marry is the book “The Million Dollar Mate” by Randy Pope. This book offers six key
principles to help a person find his/her "million dollar mate." “I Kissed Dating Goodbye” by Joshua Harris is another

good book to guide young people to pursue smart love and not dumb love. Premarital counselling needs to be taken
seriously in our churches. When I was in CGMC we used to say to the couples intending to marry that they should go
through premarital counselling first before they set the date for the wedding. The book “Before You Say I Do” by H.
Norman Wright and Wes Roberts is an excellent book to work through in preparation for marriage. Marriages can be
strengthened by taking the married couples through “The Marriage Course” by Nicky and Sila Lee. Second, to create
wholesome families the church must disciple and equip parents to do faith-formation at home. The Scriptures of the
Old and New Testaments call for faith-formation at home.
For instance, the book of Deuteronomy calls fathers to tell the story of the Passover to their children (Deuteronomy
6:6-7). Paul’s letter to the Colossians also reminds the parents to instruct the children in the Lord. The Scripture passages from both Testaments help us discover the roles God has given to the parents, especially the fathers, to disciple the children. While the emphasis may be on the role of fathers, Bruce K. Waltke, who is an Old Testament Scholar, helpfully points out based on Proverbs 31:26 that “Mothers stood on equal footing with fathers in teaching
14

2014 TRAC Conference
Presidential Address
children.”
When looking at Deuteronomy 4:9, we discover that grandparents also have a role in telling the story of the faith and in
disciplining the later generations. The Scripture says, “Only be careful, and watch yourselves closely so that you do not
forget the things your eyes have seen or let them slip from your heart as long as you live. Teach them to your children
and to their children after them.” It is said, “Since parents devoted much of their time to work, the care of children as
well as the inculcation of morals, beliefs, and values were frequently the province of grandparents.”
If we want homes to be the center of faith formation, it’s critical we train parents for their role. We need to train parents
to understand their children. “The Parenting Course” by Nicky and Sila Lee is extremely helpful in this area. There
should also be training for parents to do devotions at home, and there should be recruitments and training for families
to lead in worship and be involved in mission. This will also help families spend time together, and parents will be able
to do spiritual mentoring of their children in the Christian faith while serving together. Third, in order to create wholesome families the church should also be concerned about parents and children having more time for each other, both
in the church and at home. The church must not be a place that “fragment(s) the families in its ministries, especially on
weekends, even though it is the only institution that regularly calls the family to the same place week after week”. The
church must not compete with family-time by taking parents and children away from home too often in order to be in
church. The church needs to be sensitive to family-time when she works out her programs. The church should not encumber parents, especially young parents, with too many meetings and/or activities in the church that would impede
on quality time such as bonding and spiritual-building at home. Family-centered agenda must take priority in our
churches.
Fourth, both the Old and New Testaments show that wholesome families can come about when the religious community has a role to play in supporting the spiritual growth of its members. As such, the church today should partner with
parents to achieve this objective without taking away the responsibility of the parents. Scriptures also show that the
religious community has to come alongside those who are not from Christian families, to ‘adopt’ them into the Christian
homes in order to disciple the children in the context of a Christian family. Spiritual fathers and mothers are greatly needed for
these purposes. What Paul was to Timothy and to Titus, and what Lois was to Timothy is something the older Christians today
should emulate. To achieve the above, the church should take mentoring seriously and equip every parent and every older person to be a mentor. When we do mentoring we also adopt Jesus’ method. “Values are caught more than taught....... So he (i.e.
Jesus) taught them through real-life experiences...” Youth ministries cannot be done by one or two persons. In the book called,
“Foundations of Ministry” it is written, “For a church’s ministry to teenagers to be successful, it needs to have an adult staff to
student ratio of approximately 1:8 for high school students and 1:6 for junior high students.” This clearly tells that most youth ministries run by one fulltime personnel or a couple or two is not going to be effective. So it comes back to the fact that parents and
older adults in church could truly support the ratio needed to carry out an effective youth ministry. Mark DeVries points out and
rightly so, that youth ministry should be an integrated ministry and not done in isolation. It should not be a ministry of the youth to
the youths. It should not be a ministry of one person – the youth coordinator/pastor – to the youths as currently it often is. It
should be done in partnership with families and adults in the church. Again to achieve this, a supportive community is needed.
Fifth, wholesome families come about through the church which is intergenerational in its worship ministry. Scripture teaches that
every generation should grow spiritually together with the others. Worship services in the Old Testament and New Testament
were not only for adults but also for children. Parents and children worshipped together. Every generation grows emotionally and
spiritually stable when it has the support of other generations.
In Exodus 12 it can be seen that the Passover was to be celebrated as a family. The children would be there with the parents in
the celebration. The Passover celebrations were intergenerational. In Nehemiah 8:2 it is written “So on the first day of the seventh
month Ezra the priest brought the Law before the assembly, which was made up of men and women and all who were able to
understand.” One can be sure that the mention of “all who were able to understand” shows that even children were part of the
assembly. In this verse too it can be seen that Israel’s gathering to worship and hear the word of God, was an intergenerational
gathering. More than one generation gathered together for public worship. In the Old Testament therefore, public worship was an
intergenerational family affair.
Turning to the New Testament, again it can be seen that children formed the believing and worshipping community. Acts 18:8
says, “Crispus, the synagogue ruler, and his entire household believed in the Lord; ....” The fact that families and households
were saved must mean subsequently households worshipped together when they met as Christian communities. Furthermore,
the fact that the Epistle writers wrote addressing both the parents and their children tell us that households were worshiping together. In other words, the early worship gatherings must have been intergenerational worship gatherings. The early church then
was intentionally intergenerational. Therefore, TRAC churches should also be intentionally intergenerational in order to focus on
being wholesome families. The family that worships together in the church will be able to worship together at home.
Cont. pg.16
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Our

CORE Values
Love
Mercy
Commitment

Prayer

What’s happening at LMCP?
New Year - 1 January 2015
LCEC Dedication - 4 January 2015

Pledge Sunday and Music & Worship Sunday — 18 January 2015
Conflict Management Course—7 February 2015
Discipleship Conference—13 to 15 February 2015
Christian Education Sunday—1 March 2015
Vacation Bible School Camp—19 to 21 March 2015
 Movie Night—28 March 2015
Maundy Thursday—2 April 2015
 Good Friday—3 April 2015
Easter Sunday—5 April 2015
Alpha Parenting Course—19 April 2015
LMCP Anniversary—19 April 2015

(CONT.) 2014 TRAC Conference Presidential Address
In the above-mentioned sermon Wesley states that it is the duty of parents to impart spiritual knowledge and thus inculcate faithformation of their children. Parents are given grace by God to carry out this responsibility. Any other person who comes to inculcate spiritual values at a later time is really coming in late for this sacred task. Faith-formation must begin as soon as the child is
able to understand, able to reason, and is able to exercise his will. The child must be taught the Scripture from very young so that
by knowing and becoming obedient to the Scripture the child experiences transformation.
Wesley says, “Next to your wife are your children; immortal spirits whom God hath, for a time, entrusted to your care, that you
may train them up in all holiness, and fit them for the enjoyment of God in eternity. This is a glorious and important trust; seeing
one soul is of more value than all the world beside. Every child, therefore, you are to watch over with the utmost care, that, when
you are called to give an account of each to the Father of Spirits, you may give your accounts with joy and not with grief.”
He goes on to state that the task of the parents does not just stop at imparting spiritual knowledge and leading the child to have
faith in God but more than that. In three areas at least (choice of school, career, and marriage) he feels that parents must continue to carry out their role as spiritual guardians.
Wesley saw the spiritual responsibility entrusted to the parents as a wide and heavy responsibility. Parents must ensure that the
child remains in the faith and grow in maturity in the faith, applying spiritual values in all areas of spiritual life.
When the home and the church join hands in ministry, a greater impact and impression can be achieved. This is necessary for
transformation to take place. The church is made up of families. Therefore a church cannot be transformed if the homes are not
transformed. The homes need to be so transformed in such a way that Kingdom love and values are the norms in the home.
Christian parents need to understand that they must fulfil their God-given role towards their children and that the parents are the
primary agents of faith formation.
The well-being of the church depends on the well-being of the family. “The family is the backbone of the Christian church and of
society as a whole. History shows us that, if any society wants to survive, it must uphold, strengthen, and continue to build upon
the biblical institutions of marriage and family.” The church therefore needs to be in partnership with the parents in instilling biblical values in the children. If the families will have strong Christian faith, the church will be vibrant. The church alone cannot be
ministering to each member of the family. The family itself needs to take interest to reinforce what the church teaches and the
family is in a better position to reinforce biblical values taught by the church because the family spends more time at home than at
church. Moreover parents have spiritual authority over their children. The church is made up, by and large, of families. If this ministry is taken seriously, one may see every person in church being discipled and every member growing in the Lord. Thus the
church itself will be vibrant, meeting the needs of the church via families who model godly lives to everyone.
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